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Nylon 6.6 fibres

Adhesive

Glassfibre
reinforcement

Cushioned
backing

Active Sanitized®
resevoir

Totally
impervious

· Straight nylon 6.6 fibres (flock) 
 capture allergens which are easily 
 released when vacuumed

· 70 million fibres per m² deliver a 
 durable & slip resistant surface

· An active reservoir of Sanitized® 
 antimicrobial treatment gives lifetime 
 security against bacteria & odour

· Cushioned backing provides comfort 
 and acoustic performance

· Impervious backing suitable for wet 
 cleaning

Durable and comfortable

·  Over 70 million nylon 6.6 fibres per m²
·  Extremely durable surface
·  Cushioned backing gives quietness and comfort 
   normally associated with a carpet
·  Flotex provides up to 20dB impact sound reduction

Quiet and hygienic

·  Flotex has a short and open textile structure
·  Flotex holds allergens and dust to the floor and 
   releases them easily to standard cleaning appliances
·  Flotex is treated with a Sanitized® antimicrobial 

which gives protection against mould, bacteria and 
odours

Warm yet washable

·  Completely waterproof backing makes Flotex the    
   only fully washable textile floor
·  Short fibres release most stains and spots; even after  
   heavy soiling Flotex can be renovated
·  Flotex requires much less chemical cleaning than 
 impervious carpets
·  Flotex is slip resistant both when wet and dry
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Senya
234031 ash

Montana
296073 brick

Montana 
296016 indigo

Kultur Biografen

Segment: Public building, cinema
Location: Holbæk, Denmark
Flooring contractor: Galaxe Holbæk 
Flotex material: 500 m2 Senya

Photos: Peter Jørgensen

When a hardwearing, practical and hygienic floor covering is required, Flotex 
can be relied upon to deliver a flawless expanse of colour to cover any area 
in the most attractive manner. In case of cinema Kultur Biografen,  Flotex was 
chosen primarily due to the easy maintenance properties (washable). The same 
owner had installed Flotex in a café in a hostel a couple of years earlier and had 
been very impressed with the way the product had performed.

The owner and designers chose Flotex because of the design and the broad 
colour palette. The wide colour spectrum of Flotex Montana, combined 
with the subdued semi plain all-over design, transforms environments into 
agreeable working spaces for a broad range of commercial interiors. The 
extensive range provided the designers with the freedom to choose from a 
variety of shades . Since this is a public library, ease of maintenance was also an 
important argument for choosing Flotex.

Selangor State Library

Segment: Public building, library
Location: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Architect: Kumpulan Senireka Sdn Bhd
Flooring consultant: Martex Sdn Bhd
Flotex material: 18.000 m2 Montana

Photos: Leo Tan

LiBrarieS & CONGreS CeNTreS
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Samba 
342003 tangerine

Samba 
342049 red

Samba 
342095 cobalt

Artline
211071 saffron

Artline
200003 tangerine

Photos: Jan Otoupalík

Miniškolka - Company’s, nursery/kindergarten

Segment: education. Company's nursery/kindergarten
Location: Brno, Czech republic
Interior architects: Kateřina Mališová, Jan Otoupalík, M.a.
Flooring consultant: Brased eurotextil CZ spol. s r.o., 
  ing. aleš Sedlaček
Flotex material: 62 m2 Samba & artline
Other flooring material: 11 m2 Marmoleum Fresco

The Flotex collection has been designed to offer a broad spectrum of designs 
that are suitable for use on their own or in combination with other Flotex 
ranges. They are also ideal for use with Forbo’s wide range of resilient floor 
coverings such as Marmoleum® or vinyl.  The stylish designs are produced by 
applying a tonal, multi colour design on to a base shade. The collections range 
from contemporary geometric designs to linear and all-over patterns. The 

Flotex designs are characterized by their subtle nuances in colour and by the 
design grid that delivers a perfect, tranquil all-over look, ideal for commercial 
applications such as offices, schools and healthcare institutions. Forbo also 
offers a border collection, Flotex Artline, which allows creativity on the floor. 
Flotex has a non-fray construction so is ideal for logo or patternwork.

Jan Otoupalík: 
“Flotex amazed me with its excellent properties, its eye-catching design and the 
tactile feel.  All these characteristics, along with the wide range of functional attrib-
utes and  its waterproof properties  were the main reasons why I chose this carpet 
for our precious clients,  our children.
Another very important reason for choosing Flotex was its suitability in creating 
shapes, which was a significant feature of my design.”

NUrSerieS & KiNDerGarDeN
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Manila
245006 taupe

Vienna
367205 red

Company TAKO

Segment: Office
Location: Pardubice, Czech republic
Flooring consultant: Michal Horák Podlahy
Flotex material: 170 m2 Manila

Photos: wolframjanzerarchitekturbilder, Stuttgart

TAKO required a floor covering that not only looked good but also ensured 
excellent wear resistance to the everyday traffic in the building. They wanted 
a durable floor covering that could keep its attractive appearance for many 
years. Flotex has lived up to all of their expectations. The Manila floor has 
brought comfort and style to the office , where previously, only vinyl floors had 
been used.

WIBU Süd-West GmbH

Segment: Office & showroom
Location: renningen, Germany
Architect: augustin + Partner, Munich
Flotex material: 250 m2 Vienna

There were functional and design reasons for this choice of floor. The colour 
and material of Vienna  underlines the distinctive character 
of the showroom. Regarding the functional aspects: Flotex was a very suitable 
floor covering for the needs of the target customers of WIBU (care facilities). 
Furthermore, Flotex has improved the acoustics in the open-plan showroom.

OFFiCeS & SHOWrOOMS

Photos: Petr Opavský
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HD Cord
520018 orange

HD Cord
520011 jet

HD Cord
520019 crush

Eternal Smaragd
61962

Woonzorgcentrum St. Isabella

Segment:   elderly home
Location:   arendonk, Belgium
Architect:    architects in Motion
Interior architect:  Mieke Goris
Flooring contractor: alcopro
Flotex material: 700 m2 Flotex HD Cord and HD Field
Other flooring material: 2600 m2 eternal Smaragd

Photos: Soubron Fotografie, Jansen

Flotex HD represents a unique High Definition digital print collection that cre-
ates superior textures with almost 3D-like appearance. 
The technology behind Flotex HD allows for large endless pattern repeats and 
vivid life like colours creating a new dimension for Flotex.  Flotex HD is ideal for 
modern environments such as leisure or retail, but when subdued tones are 
applied, it’s also equally at home in 

conventional settings such as offices, schools or healthcare institutions. The 
Flotex HD core collection contains five stunning designs of which all items are 
available from stock for immediate delivery.

 Eight additional ranges of popular commercial designs in Flotex HD are 
available on a made-to-order basis.

Care HOMeS & aSSiSTeD LiViNG
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HD Field 
500002 crush

HD Field 
500003 mineral

Flotex was chosen because it is a durable floorcovering that can withstand the 
heavy daily foot traffic. The building’s owners wanted to maintain a high level 
of hygiene and the fact that this textile floorcovering is truly washable, makes 
it easy to maintain and ensures that the floor is thoroughly clean. Furthermore 
the unique flocked fibres of Flotex give it the warmth, comfort and acoustic 
properties of carpet.

Changhua Christian Church

Segment: Public building, church
Location: Changhua, Taiwan
Flotex material: 400 m2 HD Field

Jiin Haur Industrial Co Show Room

Segment: Company show room
Location: Changhua, Taiwan
Flotex material: 150 m2 HD Field

The customer was looking for a hard wearing, durable floor covering that was 
easy to clean. He also liked the unique design of Flotex Field. 
The randomness, bordering on chaos, that is at the heart of this design is 
confidently understated with the careful choice of colours and line thickness.

A celebration of the natural world!

CONTeMPLaTiON & PreSeNTaTiON 

Photos: Forbo Flooring Taiwan
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HD Cord
520017 lime

HD Cord
520014 cranberry

HD Vector
540005 lime

Raiffeisenbank

Segment: Office
Location: retz, austria
Architect: Di andreas Sammer, Moos.architektur
Flooring consultant: Sonnhaus Wels GmbH
Flotex material: 730 m2 HD Cord

Orthopedic clinic

Segment: Health care, waiting area
Location: Kassel, Germany
Interior architect: Nextspace, Kassel
Flooring contractor: Bethge, Bad arolsen
Flotex material: 200 m2 HD Vector

Photos: astrid Bartl Photos: Michael Wiedemann

Anxiety, impatience and disorientation are feelings that may accompany  
a stay at a waiting area of a hospital. Calming atmospheres can slow down 
these emotions and give patients room for other, more pleasant, thoughts. 
Therefore interior design for such areas has to be well chosen. Flotex was 
the perfect answer to all the criteria: attractive, colourful designs, with easy 
maintenance and cleaning as well as a comfortable textile material giving the 
waiting room a calming and welcoming atmosphere.

COrPOraTe OFFiCeS & WaiTiNG areaS

The textural essence of Flotex is explored to the full in this design, Flotex Cord. 
Seemingly fragile, yet uncompromisingly continuous, the strands emphasize 
the contradiction. That is Flotex!
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Sottsass Wool
990608

Sottsass Bacteria
990106

HD Cord
520011 jet

Hotel Villa Park

Segment: Hospitality
Location: Siedlce, Poland
Interior architect: architektonica
Flotex material: 600 m2 Calgary, HD Cord, 
 Sottsass Bacteria, Sottsass Wool

Flotex comes in a wide range of patterns, colours and designs that work in 
combination with other floorings so you can mix textures and materials within 
the same project. It is off course also possible to combine some of the different 
Flotex patterns within one project.

Fiddlesticks Restaurant and bar
Segment: Hospitality 
Location: Christchurch, New Zealand 
Interior architect: alan Cowie, C Design interior architecture Ltd
Flooring contractor: Dominion Flooring
Flotex material: HD Cord

HOTeLS & LeiSUre

The increasing popularity of Flotex in the leisure and hospitality segment 
is proof of the benefits that Flotex, with its unique properties, can bring. It’s 
ideal for hotel interiors as it offers exceptional acoustic and sound absorbing 
properties, an extraordinary range of designs along with ease of cleaning and 
maintenance. Modern architecture goes hand in hand with present day interior 
decorations and Villa Park Hotel and Fiddlesticks Restaurant are great examples 
of this excellent combination.

Photos: Mr Piotr Tolwinski Photos: Brent Haywood
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Montana tile 
377008 red

Montana tile 
377003 tangerine

Montana tile 
377016 indigo

Montana tile 
377037 reseda

Montana tile 
377015 blue

Silica tile 
333044 gull

Seoul tile 
375073 brick

Seoul tile 
375052 indigo

Staff cafeteria pharmaceutical company

Segment: Hospitality
Location: Basel, Switzerland
Interior architect: HPi Heiniger + Partner innenarchitekten GmbH
Flooring contractor: interior Service Pratteln
Flotex material: 1275 m² Montana tiles

“Flotex was chosen because of the functionality and aesthetics it can bring to 
dining areas. The product is well suited for leisure areas such as restaurants 
and cafeterias as the looks complement the space and Flotex also requires 
low maintenance, it offers great value for money and provides a sustainable 
solution.“

Pitt Meadows Public Library

Segment:  Public building, library
Location:  City of Pitt Meadows, BC, Canada
Interior architect:  TrB architecture + interior Design
General contractor: CDC Construction Ltd.
Flooring contractor:  DL Watts Flooring Ltd.
Flooring material: 743 m² Silica, Seoul, Palma and Penang tiles

Some Flotex ranges are also available in tiles. Flotex tiles give you the free-
dom to install in either a broadloom or chequerboard style. Forbo has almost 
completely eliminated the use of landfill by installing the first recycling plant of 
its kind to convert pre-consumer waste from many of our production sites into 
a high performance Flotex tile backing. Besides the environmental 
advantages, this tile backing also gives a highly durable product 
which will last for many years.

Photos: Michael elkan PhotographyPhotos: Lilli Kehl

PUBLiC areaS
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Sottsass Wool
990601

Sottsass Kasuri
990803

Sottsass Bacteria
990202

First impressions count, not least when it comes to interior decor, which is 
why orthodontic practice The Brace Place specified Flotex for its new surgery. 
Combining a refreshingly stylish design with practical maintenance properties 
and anti-microbial treatment, Flotex provided the ideal flooring for the practice. 
Flotex Sottsass wool was specified throughout the two floors of the practice, 
encompassing the reception, corridor and office areas. Sottsass wool plays on 
the texture of the individual strands of natural fibres, giving a sense of depth 
and warmth to the floor. The highly effective integral anti-microbial treatment 

Sanitized® ensures constant protection against bacteria including MRSA, E-coli 
and the development of dust mites – crucial to an environment such as a dental 
practice. The Sanitized® treatment is compounded into the backing of Flotex, 
continually refreshing the anti-microbialperformance without degradation 
through wet cleaning or vacuuming.

The Brace Place

Segment: Health care, orthodontic practice
Location: Liverpool, UK
Interior design: aiBDa
Flooring contractor: SaS Flooring, Gately
Flotex material: 100 m2 Sottsass Wool

The Flotex Sottsass collection is the result of a creative collaboration between 
Forbo Flooring and the Italian design studio Sottsass Associati. The late Ettore 
Sottsass and his design partner and head of studio, Christopher Redfern, have 
together created four designs: Bacteria, Wool, Terrazzo and Kasuri. The four 
designs have common features: irregular, apparently random and organic 
forms. The designs also offer ‘optical’ features that play with scale, an aspect 
that is especially relevant to flooring, where the dynamics of perspective are 
constantly at work.

The collection is manufactured using specially developed digital print 
technologies which set a new bench mark for rendering high quality images 
onto textile. Flotex Sottsass is available in a wide range of different colourways 
and includes hot fashion colours in strongly contrasting combinations. Colours 
include Schiapparelli pink, electric blue and neon green on black ground, 
pink, grey and turquoise on white ground alongside more natural and neutral 
interpretations.

Photos: ant Clausen

LOUNGe & reCePTiON areaS
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Sottsass Wool
990602

Sottsass Bacteria
990105

Jonathan Dowling, Director at Gravity Flooring:  
“The gymnasium at the hotel is a large area and due to time constraints, it was 
essential to have a quality product that could be installed easily. Forbo’s Flotex 
met this requirement, as the product was easy to fit, even when fitting around 
the new gym equipment which was already installed.”

Flotex Sottsass, which is fitted in all Village gyms, provided the ideal solution 
because of the product’s performance and extensive design options that 
complemented the overall look of the hotels. Being completely waterproof, 
Flotex is also the only truly washable textile floor covering. The structure of 
Flotex means that with standard cleaning methods, body sweat, machine oils 
and general soiling can be effectively removed to leave a fresh smelling and 
hygienic floor. 

Devere Village Hotels

Segment:     Leisure, gymnasium area
Location:     Manchester, UK
Interior design:          BDG McColl
Flooring contractor:  Gravity Flooring
Flotex material:     Sottsass Wool

Snowplanet

Segment: Leisure
Location: auckland, New Zealand
Flotex material: 300 m2 Sottsass Bacteria

The dynamic design of Flotex Sottsass was the ideal choice for Snowplanet,
New Zealand’s only all-year indoor snow resort. The extreme durability of Flotex 
Sottsass is a great match for Snowplanet’s high customer traffic. Its easy to clean 
properties mean that after a long day of customers coming to-and-from the snow, 
the flooring stays hygienic and easy to maintain.

Photos: alanah PatersonPhotos: ant Clausen

iNDOOr SPOrTS & FiTNeSS
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Sottsass Bacteria
990106

Sottsass Bacteria
990106

Sottsass Bacteria
990106

Sottsass Wool
990606

Cofidis

Segment: Offices and company restaurant
Location: Villeneuve D’ascq, France
Architect: Goulard - Brabant, Marcq et Baroeul
Interior architect: Cabinet aerts, roubaix
Flotex material: 1200 m2 Sottsass Bacteria

Photos: JP Lagarde

Mr. Jacques Berbineau, project owner at Cofidis:
"The Sottsass collection meets our needs, because it is a product with
outstanding technical properties and innovative and daring aesthetics.
Its wear resistance and good acoustic properties make it an ideal floor
covering for areas such as conference centres. We have even chosen 
this floor for a part of our dining area. The range of colours allowed 
different atmospheres, while at the same time providing  an overall 
coherence that is highly valued by employees."

Avangarde L’Oreal Salon

Segment: retail
Location: Dębica, Poland
Interior architect: Marcin Chmura LOFT
Flooring contractor: MIMAR
Flotex material: 40 m² Sottsass Wool

Photos: Piotr Schönborn

“This project connects functionality with an extraordinary design
freedom and lightness. White classic ceramics combined with the linear
vivid colours of Flotex Sottsass Wool reflect the idea of the salon, being
avantgarde in every detail.“

The installation of Flotex is easy and cost effective when compared to other 
sheet carpets and with its non-fray construction, is an ideal medium where a 
detailed floor design is needed.

BeaUTy & WeLLNeSS
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Naturals
010055 chestnut

Montana
296003 tangerine

Montana
296071 saffron

Montana
296072 melon

Allura Stone 
s62422

Booth of the shopfitter Aichinger GmbH
 
Segment: Hospitality, booth at fair iBa
Location: Munich, Germany, Nuremberg
Interior architects:  Mr. Nolte (erdmann Nolte architects, 

Nuremberg) in cooperation with Holger 
Kafitz, aichinger GmbH

Flooring contractor: Geretshauser Fußbodentechnik, 
 Markt indersdorf
Flotex material: 280 m² Montana and Naturals
Other flooring material: allura Stone

Mr. Nolte, interior architect at Erdmann Nolte: 
"Forbo was excellent in sampling and advice, we felt well cared for. We
also appreciate the huge variety of designs and the possibility of printing 
individual designs on Flotex flooring. This allows our ideas to be realized and we 
can fulfill the individual demands of our customers."

Because of the functional specifications of Flotex, it was possible to use the 
flooring as a wall covering, so Flotex was also used for the design of the walls, 
creating a truly individual look and atmosphere. The use of Flotex Naturals led 
to a 'wow'-effect as visitors were surprised by textile flooring combined with 
wood designs. By using so many different Flotex colours next to each other, a 
cosy and calming atmosphere was

created which invited visitors to take a break from the busy fair. Customers 
understood that Flotex was an ideal hybrid solution; a comforting textile carpet 
combined with an easy to clean resilient flooring. Extremely durable flooring 
was needed as the booth is very busy during the fairs so the flooring had to be 
very easy to clean and had to cope with the daily strain of a trade fair.

Photos: Peter Laskowsky

WOOD & STONe DeSiGNS
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special print

HD Cord
520017 lime

HD Cord
520018 orange

Marmoleum Real
3224 chartreuse

Marmoleum Real
3126 Kyoto

Marmoleum Real
2784 coffee

With Flotex HD much more is possible. Thanks to the ease of High Definition 
printing, it is possible to create almost every design. Flotex digital printing 
technology gives you the freedom to use your creativity and gives you the 
opportunity to create unique floors. Forbo’s design studio can help you realise 
the design of your choice and ensure the end result is a perfect fit to your interior.

See for example the MBO College Amstelland in The Netherlands. The special 
digital print technique made it possible to show the ’nature’ theme, not only on 
the walls and furniture of the school, but also on the floors. The interior architect 
chose a design with shamrocks and autumn leaves for the Flotex floors.

MBO College Amstelland

Segment:   education
Location:   amstelveen, The Netherlands
Interior architect:  Barbara van Goethem
Flooring contractor: eliens interieurprojekten BV
Flotex material:  625 m2 HD special digital print, 1100 m2 HD Cord
Other flooring material: 3900 m2  Marmoleum real

Photos: erik Poffers

CUSTOM DeSiGNS
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special print

Paul Rutter, Senior Associate at DCA;
Recent developments in Forbo’s digital printing capabilities gave DCA another 
very good reason to use Flotex. One of the specific elements of the design brief 
was to align the interior fittings, finishes and floor coverings with new livery 
and N.I. Railways’ latest corporate guidelines. Flotex can be digitally printed 
with complete flexibility which gave the designers the opportunity to create a 
bespoke design to their own colour specifications. “This enabled us to develop 

a really cohesive, well balanced interior colour scheme with all elements 
effectively linked together,” says Paul Rutter. The use of Forbo’s products have 
helped N.I. Railways achieve another important project objective: compliance 
with the latest European PRM (Persons with ReducedMobility) standards.

Northern Ireland Railways

Segment:  Transport
Location:  Northern ireland
Interior architect: DCa Design international
General contractor: Translink N.i. railways 
Flotex material: 3200 m2 HD special digital print
Other flooring material: Coral Brush Fr 5929

images supplied by N.i. rail

Song Shan Airport

Segment: Public building, Lobby and gateway of the airport
Location: Taipei, Taiwan
Flotex material: 1400 m2 Flotex tiles, special

TraNSPOrT & SPeCiaLS

These special digitally printed Flotex tiles deliver an attractive and hard wearing 
floorcovering that complements the impressive building of Song Shan Airport. 
The airport has to maintain very high levels of hygiene and the key areas of the 
lobby and gateway have most certainly been addressed with Flotex. The fact 
that Flotex, as a textile floorcovering, is truly washable, only adds to the many 
benefits and allows the airport to ensure the floor is thoroughly clean even 
after heavy soiling in such high traffic areas.

Photos: Forbo Flooring Taiwan

Paul Rutter, Senior Associate at DCA;
“Flotex has a unique set of technical properties which suits the type of 
operation run by N.I. Railways trains. It provides a very practical surface that can 
be easily cleaned and stays looking good regardless of the wear and daily use 
in wet and wintery conditions. Most carpets would be short lived if subjected to 
this sort of punishment but Flotex seems to thrive on it, and it still offers a level 
of underfoot comfort for the
passenger that is missing with any of the alternative hard floor products 
available.”



Forbo Flooring Systems is part of the
Forbo Group, a global leader in flooring
and movement systems, and offers a full
range of flooring products for both
commercial and residential markets. High
quality linoleum, vinyl, textile, flocked and
entrance flooring products combine
functionality, colour and design, offering you
total flooring solutions for any environment.
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Photo: Studio de Winter eindhoven

Korea
Forbo Flooring Korea
#207 Koryo B/D
88-7 Nonhyun-dong
Kangnam-gu, 135-818
Seoul, Korea
Tel.: 82 2 3443 0644
Fax: 82 2 3443 0284
e-mail: info.flooring.kr@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.co.kr

South East Asia
Forbo Flooring 
190 Middle road, #19-05 Fortune Centre
Singapore 188979
Singapore
Tel.: + 65 6852 9805
Fax: + 65 6759 9212
e-mail: info.flooring.sg@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.com

Other countries
Forbo Flooring B.V.
P.O. Box 13
1560 aa Krommenie
The Netherlands
T: +31 75 647 74 77
F: +31 75 647 77 01
e-mail: contact@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.com

Poland
Forbo Flooring 
ul. Wolsztyńska 2
60-361 Poznań
Poland
Tel.: +48 (61) 862 13 82
Fax: +48 (61) 622 7175
e-mail: info@forbo-flooring.pl
www.forbo-flooring.pl
infolinea: 0800 46 46 49

Japan
Forbo Flooring B.V. Japan Branch
28 Kowa Bldg.
2-20-1 Nishigotanda, Shinagawa-ku,
Tokyo 141-0031
Japan
Tel.:  + 81-3-5740-2790
Fax:  + 81-3-5740-2791
e-mail: info.jp@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.co.jp

Hong Kong & Macau 
Flooring Systems
Forbo Flooring
e-mail: info.flooring.hk@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.com

Middle-East, Turkey, Maghreb,
Africa, French Overseas
Territories, Greece
Forbo Flooring Systems
63, rue Gosset - BP 62717
51055 reiMS Cedex
France
Tél.: +333 26 77 35 00
Fax +333 26 07 18 93
e-mail: info-produits@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.com


